Dear Sir,

With regards to keeping the pollution down the long term is to introduce electric cars. That is one reason we need the C-Dam. And of course we need to curb pollution with gas and noise driven cars in the future.

And with regards to the input of the First Nations let me remind you that on the CBC Radio a representative of, stated, if “they receive 50% ownership we will sign the document” and another representative of stated that “when we receive ownership just wait how much you will pay for electricity”.

As one can see that the environment is not the First Nations concern. It is the money. And having spent millions of dollars so far it is not financially productive to stop. The province and the people will benefit from the C-Dam. Furthermore stopping the work now will be a disaster with regards to the unfinished work. And one has to consider the job losses as well.

Whenever the NDP comes into power the Province ends up in bankruptcy… Therefore as a tax payer I would like to request that the C-Dam continues…

Regards

Mrs. Sieglinde McKibbin